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UNIT 9

What’s the weather like?

How are the characters in the sketch feeling? Why?
Which of the following do you see in the sketch: oil spill, drought,
volcanic eruption, flood, melting ice?

With your partner, decide on a suitable title for this picture.
What is causing drought and flooding in different parts of the world? Discuss your
answers in small groups and compare your ideas with the class. Make a list of other
problems caused by climate change.

What’s the weather like?
Grammar
Using Reported speech
Reading Skills Skimming through a text and make brief notes to report to a
group ing
Matching photographs to text
Listening Skills Predicting what the speaker is going to say
Listening for specific words
Writing Skills
Writing a report of events
Functions
Reporting facts
Vocabulary
Weather, climate, energy sources; environmental damage,
power resources and energy consumption
Strategies: I can write a text and expand it by giving examples, explanations and personal
evaluation of how I feel about the situation
I can talk about people and places in a picture
I can report what somebody said
Topic
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Lesson 1

AIMS
ñ To provide opportunities to discuss energy
sources and possible solutions.
ñ To skim through a text and make brief
notes to report to a group.

Lead-in
Task 1

A. With your partner, look at the picture below. Which sources of energy from
those in the box can you find? Match them with numbers 1-6. Sources of energy
B. How are these sources of energy used in the picture?
sun (solar)
wind (Aeolian)
steam
gas
petrol
biomass
sugar cane
water

2

3

1

5

6
4

Task 2
A. Use your ideas from Task 1 to choose the right option in the statements below.
a. Underground water from a geyser is used to make (steam / tea / wind).
b. The gerbil spins a wheel to produce (steam / chemical energy / electricity)
c. (Solar / Wind / Water) panels on the scoreboard collect energy and convert it into electricity.
d. The wind moves the windmill which produce (gas / fuel / electricity) to operate a water pump.
e. Organic material in the garden produces (thermal / heat / solar) energy as well as methane gas.

B. In pairs, use the words in the sentences above to help you make one more statement
about an energy source in the picture
(e.g. Electricity is produced by a windmill).
98
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Energy around us!
Speaking
Task 3
A. With your partner, discuss which
source of energy (wind, wave, sun,
fossil fuels) you could use if you lived:
i)on a Greek island?
ii) in the mountains in Greece?
iii) in a big city?
iv) in a small town?

Example: In Tinos, wind can be used as a source of energy, because Tinos is a very windy
place and wind power is environmentally friendly.

B. With your partner, think of the advantages and disadvantages of using
each of the above sources of energy. Think about: how renewable each one
is; how environmentally friendly it is; the cost; the problems.

Reading
Task 1 - Pre-reading
i) What is the main element in hydro-power?
ii) Why does Iceland only have a few hours of
sunlight everyday in the winter months?
iii) Which of the following would you NOT
expect to see on a farm in India? Why?
a) gas lamp b) wood
c) computer

Task 2
In an international project, schoolchildren were asked to send in letters and
pictures that describe how energy sources are used in their community and the
impact on the environment and their lives. In groups of three, choose one of the
texts A, B or C and skim quickly through it to find the energy sources mentioned.
Then report back to your group.
A.
Beijing bicycles
Hello! My name is Jiang An Li. I live with my mum and dad in Beijing, which is the
capital of our country. Because the streets are polluted from the cars, mum says that
everyone should go on bicycles because then the air would be cleaner.
When I asked her how this could happen, she said that the government should ban all
cars. When I don't have school or things to do around the house, I go for a ride on the bike
with my sister and friends.
Our electricity comes from a power station outside Beijing that burns coal. This makes
the air very dirty, but at least it's not in our house. In Shanghai people also have electricity,
but it comes from hydro-power. The hydro-power comes from the water falling over the big
Three Gorges dam, which has been built across the Yangtze River.

Draw a line to match each photograph with the corresponding part of the text.
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Lesson 1
B.
Boiled alive!
Hello! My name is Brynja. I live in the capital of Iceland. In winter we have only four
hours of daylight. When my cousin from Spain visited us last year he said it felt strange to
have the lights on during the day. He told me that in Spain people used solar power to heat
their houses and for showers. The water for the shower in our house comes from
underground, where it gets heated by lava. The pipes sometimes freeze because of the low
temperatures and we have no hot or cold water.
This water also bubbles up and fills the lakes and ponds. In winter, the water is really
hot, so we can go swimming. We all love to spend our free time in this way. My mum asked
me if I wanted to go swimming this afternoon at an outdoor pool. Of course, I agreed. As
for public transport here, our new buses run on electricity instead of petrol and they don't
produce exhaust fumes. It is much cleaner than the combustion engine which runs on fossil
fuels like petrol.

Draw a line from the photographs to the corresponding parts of the text.
C.
An Indian summer
Hello, my name is Lalita. I live in India. Our farm is miles away from everywhere and
we use a horse-driven cart to get around because we don't have a car. Travelling around
is a real problem.The capital Bombay is nearly 1,000 kilometres away. I have never been
there but my mum told me that it was a huge city. Horrible smoke and fumes come out of
the exhaust pipes of old buses and cars. This pollution is really smelly.
Although we are extremely poor, we are happy. Mum cooks in the small room using a
wood fire. We don't have enough wood to heat water to wash in, so I wash under the pump
in the yard. Dad has told us that one day he would build us a new house. Each day, after
school I collect firewood or help mum with dinner. When it gets dark we light our kerosene
lamp, which lights our room with a bright flame. Mum sings and dad tells stories.

Draw a line from the photographs to the corresponding parts of the text.

Task 3
Find the countries where the speakers live on the map.
What else do you know about these countries (e.g. famous sites and landmarks,
lifestyle, food, means of transport)? Do you know any other countries using the
same energy sources and with the same lifestyle?
Would you rather live in one of these countries or in your own? Why? Which of
these countries would you like to visit? Why? Discuss as a class.

Task 4
Complete the following chart with information from the texts.
COUNTRY
China
Iceland
India
100

Greece
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Energy around us!
Task 5
What's the weather like today?
A. In pairs, look at the weather
map on the right and make
a short list of the
information the map gives
about climate. What season
is it? How do you know?
...........................................................
...........................................................
...........................................................
...........................................................
http://www.bbc.co.uk/weather/

Task 6: Mini-project - Mediation
E§§∞¢∞

The weather in 2100
Your class is participating in a
European project to prepare a
weather forecast for 2100. Use
the weather report for Greece
on the right to help you prepare
a weather report for winter
2100. Draw a map of Greece
and add symbols for the
weather. Present your report to
the class.

™‹ÌÂÚ·
∞Ú·È¤˜ ÓÂÊÒÛÂÈ˜ Î·È Ì¤ÙÚÈÂ˜ ıÂÚÌÔÎÚ·Û›Â˜ ÛÙÔ ÌÂÁ·Ï‡ÙÂÚÔ Ì¤ÚÔ˜ ÙË˜ ¯ÒÚ·˜.
∞ÙÙÈÎ‹
§›ÁÂ˜ ÓÂÊÒÛÂÈ˜. ∏ ıÂÚÌÔÎÚ·Û›· ı· ÊÙ¿ÛÂÈ ÛÙÔ˘˜ 19 ‚·ıÌÔ‡˜. ∞ÛıÂÓÂ›˜ ÌÂÙ·‚ÏËÙÔ› ¿ÓÂÌÔÈ ÛÙÔÓ ™·ÚˆÓÈÎﬁ Î·È ÙÔÓ
¡ﬁÙÈÔ ∂˘‚Ô˚Îﬁ.
£ÂÛÛ·ÏÔÓ›ÎË
§›ÁÂ˜ ÓÂÊÒÛÂÈ˜. ∏ ıÂÚÌÔÎÚ·Û›· ı· ÊÙ¿ÛÂÈ ÛÙÔ˘˜ 19 ‚·ıÌÔ‡˜. ∞ÛıÂÓÂ›˜ ¿ÓÂÌÔÈ
ÌÂÙ·‚ÏËÙÒÓ ‰ÈÂ˘ı‡ÓÛÂˆÓ ÛÙÔÓ £ÂÚÌ·˚Îﬁ.

Game - Chinese whispers
Use the completed weather map in Task 5 to make a statement about the weather in
ONE European country. Then whisper the statement to the next student. Continue
like this until all the class has passed it on it. The last student says what was said
aloud.
Example:
Student 1: It's raining in Scandanavia.
Student 2: He says that it is raining in Scandanavia.
101
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Lesson 2
Listening 1
Task 1

AIMS
ñ To use visuals to predict what is going to be
heard on a recording
ñ To listen for specific words to complete a task

Look at the pictures.

Do you think the science teacher is
going to talk about a) alternative
sources of energy, b) environmental
protection, c) natural history?
Listen and check your ideas.

Task 2
A. Listen to the science teacher again and complete the statements below with
the missing words.
a) She said that in the UK an average home ……………… Kilowatts of energy every day.
b) She said that gas ……………… no smell but it ……………… very explosive.
c) She said that one recycled aluminium can ……………… enough energy to run a computer
for three hours.
d) She said that gas is a fossil fuel that ……………… from dead sea creatures.

B. Which facts are: a) very interesting b) interesting c) not interesting? Tell your
partner your reasons.

Task 3
A. In pairs, look at the writing strategies and match the questions on the right with
each strategy.
1) make a statement
2) explain the statement
3) give an example
4) say how you feel about the
statement.

102

Example: 1 matches with vii because
the answer to vii is a statement.

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)

Why would the idea of putting solar panels in the Sahara Desert
be good?
Which parts of your home is energy used most.
Why do gas companies put a stinky smell into the gas?
Why might Holland be a good country for windmill technology?
Why would recycling save so much energy?
What animals produce electricity and methane?
What is the most widely used fossil fuel today?
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Alternative sources of
B. With your partner, find the answers to the
energy!
questions and report back to class. Use the
internet or an encyclopaedia or ask your Physics
or Geography teacher.
C. Use the writing strategies to write a short
paragraph of 20-30 words about an energy source.
If we cover 1% of the Sahara Desert
with solar panels, we can generate
enough electricity for the whole world!

Grammar Task 1

We wil
l have
no oil
lef t in
30 yea
rs'
time.

A. What did the teacher say?
She said that if we covered 1% of the Sahara Desert
with solar panels, we could generate enough
electricity for the whole world.

B. What happens to the verb in the reported statement?
It is in the ……………………… tense.

C. Look at the statement on the right and circle
the correct form of the verb in italics:
The teacher said that we will / would have no oil left in 30
year's time.

D. Decide if the rule is true or false.
When we report what someone said in the past the verb in the reported
statement is always one tense back.

Task 2 - Mediation
In a speech in 2008, the President of the Hellenic Republic talked about the
environment and what needs to be done.
You are a member of an International Green Group and you need to report
some facts about the disasters caused by fire in Greece.
Read what the President said and then choose some of the facts to report
them in writing to the International Green Group. Ask questions about the
facts: who, where, when, why, what?
«∏ ¯ÚÔÓÈ¿ Ô˘ ¤Ú·ÛÂ ÛËÌ·‰Â‡ÙËÎÂ ·ÓÂÍ›ÙËÏ· ·ﬁ ÙÈ˜ ÊÔÓÈÎ¤˜ ˘ÚÎ·ÁÈ¤˜ ÙÔ˘ Î·ÏÔÎ·ÈÚÈÔ‡. Δ· Û›ÙÈ· ı· Í·Ó·ÊÙÈ·¯ÙÔ‡Ó ·ÏÏ¿ ÔÈ ¿ÓıÚˆÔÈ Ô˘ ¯¿ıËÎ·Ó ‰Â ı· ÂÈÛÙÚ¤„Ô˘Ó Î·È Ë ÔÈÎÔÏÔÁÈÎ‹ Î·Ù·ÛÙÚÔÊ‹ Ô˘ Û˘Ó¤‚Ë ıÂÚ·Â‡ÂÙ·È ÔÏ‡ ‰‡ÛÎÔÏ·. ÃÚÂÈ¿˙ÂÙ·È ¿ıÔ˜ Î·È ·ÊÔÛ›ˆÛË ÁÈ· Ó· Í·Ó·Á›ÓÂÈ Ë Î·ÌÌ¤ÓË ÁË ‰¿ÛÔ˜. ÃÚÂÈ¿˙ÂÙ·È ÌÈ·
Ó¤· ·ÓÙ›ÏË„Ë ÁÈ· ÙÔ ÂÚÈ‚¿ÏÏÔÓ ÁÈ· Ó· ÌËÓ Í·Ó·˙‹ÛÔ˘ÌÂ Ù¤ÙÔÈÔ ﬁÏÂıÚÔ. ΔÔ ÊÂÙÈÓﬁ Î·ÏÔÎ·›ÚÈ ·ÏÏ¿Í·ÌÂ. Ã¿ıËÎÂ Ë „Â˘‰·›ÛıËÛË ﬁÙÈ Ë ÎÏËÌ·ÙÈÎ‹ ·ÏÏ·Á‹ Â›Ó·È Ê·ÈÓﬁÌÂÓÔ Ô˘ ‰ÂÓ Ì·˜ ·ÊÔÚ¿ ¿ÌÂÛ· Î·È ÚÔÛˆÈÎ¿. ∞˘Ù‹ Ë
·Ê‡ÓÈÛË ·˜ Â›Ó·È Ë ·Ú¯‹ ÁÈ· ÙÔÓ Â·Ó·ÚÔÛ‰ÈÔÚÈÛÌﬁ ÙÔ˘ ÎÔÈÓˆÓÈÎÔ‡ Ì·˜ ÔÏÈÙÈÛÌÔ‡. ∏ ÔÈÎÔÏÔÁÈÎ‹ Û˘ÓÂ›‰ËÛË
ÙÔ˘ Î¿ıÂ ÔÏ›ÙË Î·È Ë ÛÙÚ¿ÙÂ˘Û‹ ÙÔ˘ ÛÙËÓ ÚÔÛÙ·Û›· ÙÔ˘ ÂÚÈ‚¿ÏÏÔÙÔ˜ Â›Ó·È Ô ÌﬁÓÔ˜ ‰ÚﬁÌÔ˜ ÁÈ· ÙË ÛˆÙËÚ›·
ÙË˜ Ê‡ÛË˜. ∫ÏËÚÔÓÔÌ‹Û·ÌÂ ¤Ó· ˘¤ÚÔ¯Ô Ê˘ÛÈÎﬁ ÂÚÈ‚¿ÏÏÔÓ Î·È ı· Â›Ì·ÛÙÂ ˘ﬁÏÔÁÔÈ ·¤Ó·ÓÙÈ ÛÙÈ˜ ÂﬁÌÂÓÂ˜
ÁÂÓÈ¤˜ Î·È ÛÙËÓ ÈÛÙÔÚ›·, Â¿Ó ‰ÂÓ ÙÔ ·Ú·‰ÒÛÔ˘ÌÂ ﬁˆ˜ ÙÔ ·Ú·Ï¿‚·ÌÂ.»
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Lesson 2
Speaking
Task 1
Look at the diagram. What
does it show?
In groups of three, take
turns to explain each part
of the diagram.

Task 2
Look at the pictures below
and decide why these ideas
might be used to reduce
greenhouse gases.
In your group, decide on
one idea that would be best.

Task 3
Write a short note about the best idea saying why you think it would be good.
Pass your note to one of your partners. He/She will read your note and then
report what you said to the other students in the group.
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................

Listening 2 - Task 1
In groups of four, make a list of the electrical appliances that you have in
your house. Then compare your list. Discuss in your group which you think
costs more to run- e.g. a washing machine, or a fridge?
Write a number beside each item according to how much electricity it uses.
For example, number 1 uses the most electricity.

Task 2
104

Check your answers by listening to an electrician talking about energy
consumption in the home. Write the kilowatts each appliance uses beside each of
the items on your list that he mentions. How close were you to the right answer?
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Alternative sources
- CFC (chloroflu rocarbon) gas
of energy!

Now look at these electrical devices. How have they improved people's lives?
Which one gives off the most CFC gas? Ask your Physics teacher.

Task 4
A. Look at the box and decide which of the lighting ideas would be
popular with the owners of a castle. Why? Which three would be
the most popular?
B. In your group, create a small poster advertising the castle.
Say what the castle has that makes it attractive to: an
ecologist, a tourist, a historian, a group of school students.

candle light
gas light
firelight
fluorescent
lights
chandeliers
bonfires
bulbs

Mini-project
Look at the logos for Kyoto and Bali on the opposite page. What do you know about
Kyoto and Bali? Search on the internet to find information on these projects.
With your partners, use this information and the pictures in Task 2 above to create
a leaflet to inform the students of your school about global warming.

Writing
Weather was cold
You have seen this
advertisement for a skiing
We didn't have a good time!
holiday in Austria and
decided with your class to
Snow was hard; not suitable for beginners
spend a week there. An
English-speaking friend of
yours went there last winter,
and told you that things were No instructor to teach us how to sky!
not exactly as promised. Read
the advertisement and the
notes he has made for you.
We needed gloves.

Using this information,
write a report for your
class describing what
happened.

Passport for lifts was not necessary.
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Lesson 3

Electricity bills

Project
Lead-in
In groups of four, look at
an electricity bill. How
much is the bill? What do
all the numbers mean?

Task
You will create a poster to
make students in your school
aware of how they use and
waste electricity.
The poster should contain
advice on how to reduce
energy consumption in the
home.

Step 1
Find out the following:
- What is a unit of electricity
called?
- How much is the cost per unit?
- What is the average electricity bill
for each household in the class?

Step 2
Discuss as a class:
- which appliances are used the most in each house
- which appliances they think are the most expensive
and the least expensive to run.
Use the information in Tasks 2 & 3 in Listening 2 (p.104).

Step 3
In your group find out as much as you can about electricity consumption in
the house. Each member of the group will be responsible for different areas:
Student 1 has to find out about the number of hours the TV, computer, stereo, is on each
day.
Student 2 has to find out the numbers of hours the cooker, dishwasher, washing machine or
microwave is used in a week.
Student 3 has to think of ways that could reduce the electricity bill from the ways the parents
use electricity in the house.
Student 4 has to think of ways to reduce how the children in the family use electricity.

Each student will report back to the group in the next lesson. The group will
then prepare a poster project on Electricity Consumption and how to save it.
106
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Self - evaluation
Activity A
Complete each sentence with a word from the box

i)

…………….. energy comes from steam.

ii) …………… energy from the sun is clean and efficient.
iii) Organic waste and many animals produce …………… gas.
iv) Many homes in Greece now use ………….. gas for heating and cooking.

methane
fossil
natural
solar
thermal

v) Most cars and lorries use a …………….. fuel source of energy.

___/2.5 points

Activity B
1) Match the words in the two boxes.
stinky

poor

heavy

smoke

bright

smell

thick

flame

extremely

rain

___/2.5 points

2) Use the pairs above to complete each of the sentences.
a) We couldn't play tennis because of the ………………..
b) The gas from the factory gave off a ……………… which made us feel sick.
c) Many people who live in the shanty towns are ………………… .
d) The ………………… from the chimneys blocked out the rays of the sun.
e) The oil burned with a …………………. which lit up the whole area

___/2.5 points

Activity C
1) Find words from the Unit which go with the following words a-e.
a) ……………………

appliances

b) ……………………

gas

c) ……………………

panels

d) ……………………

consumption

e) ……………………

fuels

___/2.5 points

2) Write the Greek equivalent for each expression from C1 below.
a) ……………

b) ……………

c) ……………

d) ……………

e) ……………

___/2.5 points
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Self - evaluation
Activity D
Complete the following sentences with a suitable word pair (noun+noun).
public transport

exhaust fumes

fossil fuels

combustion engine

CFC gases

i) One of the major causes of global warming is the increase in …………………… from sprays
and air conditioning units.
ii) Gottlieb Diesel invented the …………………… for cars and trucks.
iii) In recent years …………………… in many Greek cities has improved greatly.
iv) People in Tirana have breathing problems because of the …………………… from the cars.
v) One day the world will have no …………………… left and we shall need to find other energy
sources for our vehicles.

___/2.5 points

Activity E
Write five sentences about what someone you know said to you recently.
For example: My mother said that I needed to clean my room more often.
............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................

___/5 points

Total ___/20 points

Now tick how well you can do the following:
With difficulty

108

Quite well

Easily



I can recognize common word pairs









I can infer information and talk about a picture









I can report what somebody said









I can read facts and understand if they are important or not







